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ABSTRACT
This poster will be a chance for a wider LAK audience to engage with the 2nd LAK Failathon workshop. Both of these will build on the successful Failathon event in 2016 and extend beyond discussing individual experiences of failure to exploring how the field can improve, particularly regarding the creation and use of evidence.

Failure in research is an increasingly hot topic, with high-profile crises of confidence in the published research literature in medicine and psychology. Among the major factors in this research crisis are the many incentives to report and publish only positive findings. These incentives prevent the field in general from learning from negative findings, and almost entirely preclude the publication of mistakes and errors. Thus providing an alternative forum for practitioners and researchers to learn from each other’s failures can be very productive. The first LAK Failathon, held in 2016, provided just such an opportunity for researchers and practitioners to share their failures and negative findings in a lower-stakes environment, to help participants learn from each other’s mistakes. It was very successful, and there was strong support for running it as an annual event. The 2nd LAK Failathon workshop will build on that success, with twin objectives to provide an environment for individuals to learn from each other’s failures, and also to co-develop plans for how we as a field can better build and deploy our evidence base.

This poster is an opportunity for wider feedback on the plans developed in the workshop, with interactive use of sticky coloured dots to illustrate. This broadens the participant base in this important work, which should improve the quality of the plans and the commitment of the community to delivering them.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
K.3.1 [Computers and Education]: Computer Uses in Education

General Terms
Management, Human Factors.
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1 WORKSHOP BACKGROUND

1.1 Failure in research
Problems with the published research literature are currently receiving large amounts of attention, particularly in applied fields.

In health, the optimism that surrounded the evidence-based medicine movement is beginning to falter, partly as the idea is diverted from its original goals [1], but more fundamentally, as issues with the underlying research come to light. Not only is most published research false [2], but most of the true research that is published is not useful in clinical practice [3].

In psychology, the ‘replication crisis’ continues and intensifies. A prominent effort to replicate a series of 100 classic psychological results [4] achieved very partial success: “A large portion of replications produced weaker evidence for the original findings”, with only 36–47% of replications succeeding, depending on the measure chosen. It has also proved highly controversial, with many blog and social media posts, using language that is sometimes intemperate. One recent high-profile example of a failed replication is ‘power poses’. The original claim was that “a person can, by assuming two simple 1-min poses, embody power and instantly become more powerful” [5]. One of the original authors has had significant success as a public speaker on the topic, with a TED talk receiving over 36m views [6], but after failed replications, one of the authors has very creditably concluded that they “do not think the effect is real” [7].

A wide range of complex and hard-to-overcome factors lies behind these problems in establishing a strong evidence base for practice. Many of these concern the use of statistics, including the use of ‘researcher degrees of freedom’ to achieve significance [8] – importantly, this is not limited to situations where researchers conduct multiple unreported comparisons, but also where ‘researchers can perform a reasonable analysis given their assumptions and their data, but had the data turned out differently, they could have done other analyses that were just as reasonable’ [9]. Fundamentally, any research carried out with low pre-study odds is prone to false positives [2]. Incentives on researchers to publish significant findings play a strong part, and may encourage publication of low-quality research even if replications were commonplace and there were significant negative consequences to publishing studies that were later repudiated [10].

The ‘file drawer’ effect, whereby uninteresting or negative findings are not reported, is a major concern. In clinical research, the ambitious AllTrials1 project seeks to ensure “All trials registered, all results reported” to reduce this problem.
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1.2 Evidence in learning analytics

There is no reason to believe that learning analytics is immune to these problems. One attempt to explore this issue is the Learning Analytics Community Exchange (LACE) project’s Evidence Hub,[2] which maps research evidence against four propositions about learning analytics. The great majority of evidence classified was positive, with only 14% negative [11], which suggests that there is a significant publication bias in the field. Further, very little of the published research could be classified at the ‘higher’ levels of the evidence hierarchy (i.e. systematic reviews, randomised controlled trials) [11]. These are the base levels at which the problems in health and psychology can be detected, so their dearth in the evidence base for learning analytics may mean that the problems in our field are even more profound.

2. WORKSHOP OBJECTIVES AND INTENDED OUTCOMES

This workshop has two chief objectives: firstly, to provide an effective space for sharing experiences of failures, and secondly, to work collaboratively to produce prioritised action plans for the field of learning analytics to improve.

2.1 Sharing experience of failure

The first part of the workshop aims to allow practitioners and researchers to talk about – and learn from – their failures in a way that is difficult to provide in any other context. This second LAK Failathon will build on that success and provide a similar space in the first half of the workshop.

The critiques in health and psychology propose a wide range of possible solutions (e.g. [12]), some of which may well be useful in the field of learning analytics. So the second part of the workshop will explore, collectively, how we can improve the creation and use of evidence in our field.

2.2 Producing action plans for improvement

It is helpful to learn as individuals from each other’s mistakes, but neither t

3. Poster session

Following the workshop, we will take the plans developed by the participants to the LAK poster session, to solicit feedback from a broader audience, via coloured dots (green / yellow / red to indicate support / caveat / oppose proposals) and sticky notes (green for new ideas, yellow for comments). This will engage the community more broadly than the workshop participants, which will raise the profile of these issues, and give the plans as finally developed greater legitimacy and, one may hope, traction.
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